
Real Madrid World, in collaboration with Dubai Parks and Resorts, leads the evolution of football-themed entertainment 
with Surround Football Simulators. This innovative addition seamlessly blends football excitement with immersive 
technology, setting a new standard for regional theme park entertainment and elevating fan experiences. As visitors 
engage with the Surround Sports Simulators, they are transported into the heart of the action, fundamentally 
transforming how fans interact with the sport. Whether seasoned players or casual observers, the virtual pitch offers 
an immersive experience, enabling participants to relive iconic moments from Real Madrid’s history and gain insights 
into player strategies. Moreover, the simulators foster community and camaraderie among fans through tailored 
challenges, enhancing the overall experience. The immersion extends beyond the virtual realm as visitors enjoy the 
same exhilarating feeling of playing within the Santiago Bernabéu Stadium, further enhancing the experience. 
Additionally, guests can embark on a unique adventure with attractions like the Football Boot Roller Coaster, 
complementing the immersive football experience. Real Madrid World not only demonstrates the potential for any 
iconic sports team to become a captivating theme park destination but also offers an immersive experience for fans 
worldwide. The addition of the Surround Football Simulators enriches the entertainment value of Real Madrid World, 
Dubai, setting a new standard for family entertainment in the region. As the park prepares to welcome football fans 
from around the world, it promises an unforgettable journey into the heart of the sport. The installation of the Two Elite 
Max Simulators by our Spanish Distributor, Oscar Garcia, ensures top-tier quality and performance, guaranteeing an 
unparalleled experience for all visitors. Click to View the Sports Simulator Blog.
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REAL MADRID WORLD

THE FIRST FOOTBALL THEME PARK, THE CENTRE PIECE 
BEING THE SPORTS SIMULATORS AT REAL MADRID WORLD 
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